6pm ANTHONY COLEMAN

Sunday 01

JIM CAMPILONGO 4-TET

Jim Campilongo's 4-Tet is driven by long time collaborators
Luca Benedetti (Ron Carter Steve Gadd), Andy Hess (John
Scofield, Gov't Mule) and Dan Rieser (Rosanne Cash, Youn
Sun Nah). With fourteen albums of original material and
guest appearances on dozens of recordings -- from his
contribution on Cake's Prolonging the Magic to The Little
Willies, his band with Norah Jones -- Campilongo has played
with JJ Cale, Gillian Welch/David Rawlings, Peter Rowan,
Martha Wainwright, Bright Eyes and Burning Spear to name
a few.

Sunday 01

New Time 8pm

STEPHANE WREMBEL

Stéphane Wrembel is probably the foremost interpreter
of Django Reinhardt’s music in North America. Whether
sticking to the French master’s arrangements, or taking
the music into new territory, Wrembel has always treated
Django like a serious composer rather the cliché paragon of
swing and speed he has often been portrayed as.
And after 18 years of weekly sets, the music still sounds as
fresh as ever.

Sunday 01

10pm

XALAM

7PM Saturday 07
Pianist and composer Anthony Coleman will be performing in
duo with bassist Anna Abondolo. Coleman has presented his ONE RING ZERO
own work around the world and has been the recipient of
too many commissions to list. He has recorded extensively
for Tzadik with his trio Sephardic Tinge, Selfhaters
Orchestra and he has toured and recorded with John Zorn,
Elliott Sharp, Marc Ribot, Shelley Hirsch, Roy Nathanson, and
many others
Barbès has been lucky to host him numerous times in the
past twenty years

MARK HELIAS/TIM BERNE 

8:30PM

Two of the most influential musicians and improvisers
anywhere, Helias and Berne have been playing together for
many years - including at Barbès, as proven by this picture
taken in 2008 by Scott Friedlander. Their latest album as a
duo, Blood from a Stone - came out in the fall of 2020 Mark
Helias - double bass; Tim Berne - alto saxophone

MALABY/SANCHEZ/RAINEY10pm
A little over 15 years ago, MALABY/SANCHEZ/RAINEY
recorded two albums at Barbès: Alive in Brooklyn vol 1
and 2 . It’s almost hard to describe their music as being
improvised - their chemistry is so extraordinary that the
music sounds more like real time composition, with no
space for narcissistic posturing.

XALAM is a collective of four veteran musicians, featuring
oudist, composer Brandon Terzic (Nubatones) multi reed
and kaval player Matt Darriau (Klezmatics, Paradox Trio),
Rufus Cappadocia (Vernon Reid, Ross Daley) on 5 string
cello and fretless bajo quinto and percussionist Matt Kilmer
(Simon Shaheen, Reggie Watts).

Tony Malaby – Saxophones; Angelica Sanchez - piano and
Wurlitzer; Tom Rainey – drums.

Monday 02

Mamie Minch, a longtime staple of New York City’s
acoustic blues scene released her first album in a decade
last summer: the EP Slow Burn, with percussionist Dean
Sharenow. In the live version, also with Dean, Mamie’s
traditional influences stretch out, turn up, get deeper,
groovier and funkier – including an R.L. Burnside piece
reworked as a feminist future blues, a woozy folk tribute to
Yves Klein’s Blue, as well as some foot stompers and plainspoken poetry.

7pm

MAX KUTNER'S HIGH FLAVORS

Guitarist Max Kutner’s quintet plays his own compositions Imaginary soundtrack music to mental movies only he can
see. Max has worked alongside a diverse roster of notable
artists including Sofia Gubaidulina, Ulrich Krieger, the
former members of Oingo Boingo and The Grandmothers of
Invention (Zappa alumni).

Monday 02

Friday 06

MAMIE MINCH

10pm Friday 06

TROPICAL VORTEX PRESENTS:

LA BANDA CHUSKA

La Banda Chuska takes inspiration from the twangy surf
music of 1960s Peru (Los Belkings, Los Siderals) as well
as the more psychedelic flavors of chicha (Los Destellos,
Los Shapis). Their post-punk energy has also drawn
comparisons to a tropical version of the B-52s.

Tuesday 03

7pm

8pm

10pm

INNOV GNAWA
The New York-based group of Moroccan musicians plays
Gnawa music – the southern Moroccan trance music with
roots in pre-islamic animist traditions. Innov Gnawa uses
traditional instrumentation such as the lute-like Sintir and
the large castanet type Krakebs but their approach is
resolutely innovative – a hypnotic, take on this ecstatic,
trance-inducing tradition. Their debut album Lila, was just
released by Daptone Records.

6pm Sunday 08

Earlier this century, when Barbès was young, One Ring
Zero was king. Joshua Camp & Michael Hearst - who were
immortalized in a banner that hangs in the back of Barbès wrote & performed quirky instrumental music, often aided
- or even abetted - by a number of authors many of whom
lent their lyrics to ORZ's cult album As Smart as We Are including Rick Moody, Paul Auster, Dave Eggers, Jonathan
Lethem.

Saturday 07

8pm

Saturday 07

10pm

BANDA DE LOS MUERTOS

Banda de Los Muertos is back every Saturday of the month
In the Mexican state of Sinaloa, brass bands (bandas) are
part of every public celebration. In the 1940's, the pioneering
Banda El Recodo started mixing up traditional brass band
tunes with contemporary Mexican music and transformed
the idiom into a powerful new popular genre. Oscar
Noriega, Jacob Garchik and Los Muertos bring it all it back
to Brooklyn.

Sunday 08

6pm

SAM BARDFELD TRIO

Violinist Sam Bardfeld is a member of the Jazz Passengers &
collaborates frequently with Bruce Springsteen. Downbeat
Magazine said his playing “combines a touch of Stuff Smith's
playfulness with a Charles Ives aesthetic." Sam Bardfeld violin; Jacob Sacks - piano & Michael Sarin – drums

Sunday 08

BAKLAVA EXPRESS

Baklava Express is a NYC based Middle Eastern inspired
fusion band who mostly perform the compositions of oud
player Josh Kaye. With: Josh Kaye - oud; Daisy Castro violin;
Max O’Rourke guitar; James Robbins - bass; Jeremy Smith
- percussion

Tamar Korn, she of Brain Cloud and Cangelosi Cards fame,
has been dazzling us for over a decade, surprising us at
every turn with her choice of repertoire, hopscotching,
in one set, from early jazz, Western swing and American
roots music to Yiddish songs, vocal solos and unexpected
recitatives involving new and old poetry and philosophical
essays.

7pm

RICARDO GALLO: SOLO PIANO
Colombian composer and pianist Ricardo Gallo plays solopiano versions of his compositions.

9pm

TROPICAL VORTEX PRESENTS:

MILAGRO VERDE
Psychedelic cumbia and chicha inspired by the classic
sound of Los Mirlos and other 70's bands from the Peruvian
Amazon. Featuring Sonido Chichadelico.

Tuesday 10

7pm

LJOVA
Composer, violist and fadolinist Ljova (leader of Ljova and
the Kontraband, a close collaborator of Yo-Yo Ma and the
Silkroad Ensemble, Brooklyn Rider and others) returns to
Barbès with new compositions.

Tuesday 10

9pm

SLAVIC SOUL PARTY

EVERY TUESDAY. FOREVER.

Wednesday 11

7pm

B R O O K LY N M A Q A M P R E S E N T S :

PARHĀM HAGHIGHI: SONGS OF BIRJAND
Parhām Haghighi - a music producer, vocalist and pianist,
originally from Mashhad, who specializes in the music of
South Khorasa and the city of Birjand, where he is originally
from.
Parhām Haghighi - vocals; Mahya Hamedi - vocals Bahar
Badieitabar - Oud; Hidayat Honari - Tar/Setar; Daro Behroozi
- Ney and Martin Shamoonpour – Daf

10pm

MAMADY KOUYATE'S MANDINGO
AMBASSADORS
Mamady Kouyate, one of Guinea's better-known guitarist, is
the heir to a long line of griots. Mamady first made his mark
as an electric guitarist in the 1970's in some of Guinea’s most
influential bands, including the Bembeya Jazz, with whom he
toured for years. Mamady relocated to the US in the early
2000’s where he founded the Mandingo Ambassadors, a
vehicle for his own music that uses the classic 70’s sound
of Guinea's legendary Sylliphone recordings.

8pm

JUNKBUCKET
Junkbucket is a collective organ trio with NYC stalwarts Art
Bailey on organ, guitarist Sean Moran, and drummer Chris
Stromquist. All original jazz, soul and funk that you can
shake your bucket to.

9pm

Thursday 12

EVERY TUESDAY. BACK FOREVER!

Fiery Balkan brass, throbbing funk grooves, Roma
accordion wizardry, and virtuoso jazz chops: Slavic Soul
Party! is just what it says. Brash and strong as slivovitz,
these nine musicians have forged a virtuosic new brass
band music in the heart of New York City; they have held
their Tuesday bacchanal for now 18 years and - and it has
become a destination for locals and brass band fans from
around the globe.

10pm

BRAIN CLOUD IS BACK!
The triumphal return of BRAIN CLOUD ! A weekly presence
for more years than we know how to count, Brain Cloud
ended its Monday night residency before the pandemic. They
are back for a special anniversary show, and we couldn't
be happier.
Dennis Lichtman - clarinet, mandolin, fiddle; Tamar Korn –
vocals; Raphael McGregor - lap steel guitar; Skip Krevens
- electric guitar; Kevin Dorn – drums; Andrew Hall - upright
bass.

8pm

ANDY STATMAN TRIO

Friday 13

Andy Statman began his career in the 70’s as a virtuoso
Mandolinist who studied and performed with David Grisman,
went on to study clarinet the legendary Dave Tarras and
became one of the main architects of a Klezmer revival
that started out 30 years ago and has since informed and
influenced folk, jazz and improvised music forms.

8pm

PABLO ESTIGARRIBIA: A TANGO CONCERT
ON PIANO
Pablo Estigarribia is a Latin Grammy nominee and worldrenowned tango pianist, arranger and composer whose
album Tangos Para Piano (EPSA) won the prestigious
2015 Gardel Prize for Best Tango Album by a New Artist.
Estigarribia splits his time between his native Buenos Aires,
Argentina, and NYC.

Thursday 05

20 YEARS OF
NIGHTS OF THE RAVISHED LIMBS

Friday 13

CURATED BY MICHAËL ATTIAS

Starting in 2003, saxophonist and composer Michael Attias
curated a weekly series named Nights of the Ravished
Limbs series. Michaël welcomed some of the greatest talent
in new music. In total, a few hundred concerts including
established names such as Barre Philips, Tim Berne, William
Parker, Mark Helias, Anthony Coleman and Jason Moran, as
well as an impressive list of since-risen New York talent
including Mary Halvorson, Eivind Opsvik, Gerald Cleaver,
Tony Malaby, and many more

Monday 09

Thursday 12

SLAVIC SOUL PARTY!

Wednesday 04

Guitarist Sara L’Abriola , a former student of Stephane
Wrembel, is one of the rising star on the Gypsy Jazz scene.
She made her Carnegie Hall debut at age 18, started leading
her own band at 19 and at 23, is now an in-demand guitarist.

8pm Wednesday 11

TAMAR KORN AND FRIENDS

Tuesday 03

SARA L'ABRIOLA

TWENTY YEARS OF LAS RUBIAS DEL NORTE Monday 09
Las Rubias del Norte’s is a re-invention, a nostalgic
throwback to a time & place mostly imagined where
Peruvian waltzes, Andean huaynos & Cuban Guajiras mix
with French opera, Cowboy tunes & Bollywood classics.
The result plays like a dreamy soundtrack with classical
harmonies set to a Latin beat. Expect forays into Bollywood,
Sicilian songs, Kurt Weill and Yéyé.
Featuring Allyssa Lamb - vocals and keyboards; Emily Hurst
- vocals; Taylor Bergren-Chrisman - bass; Olivier Conan cuatro; Greg Stare - percussion; Giancarlo Vulcano - guitar.
"... elegant, finely wrought Latin-influenced songs.”The New
Yorker”

10pm

10pm

LOS CUMPLEANOS

BARBESBROOKLYN.COM

Los Cumpleaños play a psychedelic take on classic Colombian
Cumbia, Porro, Son Caribeño, Salsa Criolla and Bullerengue.
The band has the playfulness of an experimental group and
the energy of a punk rock band. They mix new wave synths
& retro organ sounds with effect-laden trombone backed by
a percussion section.

Saturday 14

6pm

DANA LYN'S MOTHER OCTOPUS
Composer-violinist Dana Lyn inhabits a musical world
somewhere in the Venn diagram of 70’s art rock, classical,
traditional Irish and improvised music. She has written
music for Brooklyn Rider, Palaver Strings, A Far Cry
and the National Orchestra of Washington and performs
regularly with Taylor Mac, Stew and actor Vincent
D'Onofrio.. Mother Octopus plays music inspired by visual
artist Jay DeFeo's monumental painting "The Rose."

Saturday8pm

STEW'S BABA BIBI
Baba Bibi is a band founded by Stew of Passing Strange &
The Negro Problem fame. Its aim is to create background
music for Afro/Asian, experimental-soul-pop cookouts, to
which all are invited, provided they bring something. with
Stew Stewart - guitar &amp; singing Dana Lyn - violin/
keys; Marlon Cherry - percussion/guitar and Kato Hideki
- bass/things

Sunday 15

6pm

NORA BROWN & STEPHANIE COLEMAN
Nora Brown plays old-time traditional music with a
particular interest in eastern Kentucky and Tennessee
banjo playing. She also sings traditional unaccompanied
ballads from southeast Appalachia and beyond. She will
be joined by award winning fiddler Stephanie Coleman, a
fiddler and banjo player steeped in the American traditions
of midwestern and Appalachian old-time music.

Sunday 15

8pm

STEPHANE WREMBEL
Stéphane Wrembel is probably the foremost interpreter
of Django Reinhardt’s music in North America. Whether
sticking to the French master’s arrangements, or taking
the music into new territory, Wrembel has always treated
Django like a serious composer rather the cliché paragon
of swing and speed he has often been portrayed as.
And after 18 years of weekly sets, the music still sounds
as fresh as ever.

- trombone, ukulele & vocals; Andrew Hall- bass and Russ
Meissner – drums

Thursday 19

VENEZUELA

The multi-generational collective counts members from
Cuba, Puerto Rico, Chile, Panama, Colombia, and the US and
performs traditional Afro-Cuban Rumba, a musical form
with roots in the African and European musical traditions.

MIRAMAR
Miramar plays mostly boleros, sung in duo form by Rei
Alvarez and Laura Ann Singh and arranged by pianist
Marlysse Argandoña . In the Latin world, boleros are the
ultimate expression of love and suffering and hold cross
generational and cross-national appeal. Their debut album
(on Barbès Records) was a tribute to Sylvia Rexach , a
maverick composer and writer who was an emblematic
figure of San Juan’s bohemian scene of the 40’s and 50’s.
Their latest single, an arrangement for string quartet of
Sylvia Rexach's classic, Olas y Arenas, was just released
by Barbès Records.

10pm

LA MANGA
La Manga is a tropical oasis that inspired by the spirit and
ancestry of the great Caribbean musical diaspora where
Colombia, Puerto Rico and Venezuela meet and bond. This
new project is the work of a collective of women comprised
of Daniela Serna; Mafer Bandola; Natalia Muñoz; Andrea
Chavarro; Katherine Ocampo and Lina Fernanda Silva.

Saturday 21

GORDON LOCKWOOD

Sunday 15 @ (le) Poisson Rouge7pm

Singer/guitarist Jeremiah Lockwood is the founder of The
Sway Machinery and Ricky Gordon is a member of the
Wynton Marsalis Ensemble and a prolific composer for
the screen, including iconic collaborations with Spike Lee.

Josh Kaye’s Middle Eastern inspired fusion

RED BARAAT / SON ROMPE PERA / ETHAN
LIPTON / MAMIE MINCH & TAMAR KORN
Monday 16

8pm to midnight

TROPICAL VORTEX PRESENTS:

LA BANDA CHUSKA & SPECIAL GUESTS
La Banda Chuska takes inspiration from the twangy surf
music of 1960s Peru (Los Belkings, Los Siderals) as well
as the more psychedelic flavors of chicha (Los Destellos,
Los Shapis). Their post-punk energy has also drawn
comparisons to a tropical version of the B-52s.

Tuesday 17

Grammy winner bassist and composer Pedro Giraudo is
among the most compelling tango artists today. He has
performed with the most important interpreters of tango,
including Pablo Ziegler, Hector Del Curto, and Luis Bravo’s
“Forever Tango” and recorded bass on Ruben Blades’ CD
“Tangos”.

10pm

7pm YOTOCO

TAMAR KORN
Tuesday 17

9pm

EVERY TUESDAY. FOREVER.

Wednesday 18

Yotoco draws from the traditions of Cuban Rumba and
Son, Colombian Cumbia and Puerto Rican Jibaro Music and
Plena to create something unique and danceable.

THE UNDERGROUND SPIRITUAL GAME

8pm Sunday 22

The Underground Spiritual Game is a collective led by
Ran Livneh of Anbessa Orchestra. The group explores
the relationship of tone and atmosphere over traditional
musical forms from Ethiopia, West Africa, Argentina and
the Middle

10pm

MAMADY KOUYATE'S MANDINGO
AMBASSADORS
EVERY WEDNESDAY

8pm

THE PRE-WAR PONIES
20s, 30s and 40s forgotten gems by the likes of Irving
Berlin and Hoagy Carmichael but also Fred Ahlert, Joe
Young, Chas Tobias, and Eddie Jones, none of whom are
exactly household names. But maybe they should be... With
Daria Grace - vocals & baritone ukulele; J. Walter Hawkes

7pm

LENI STERN

4pm

JEWLIA EISENBERG FIGHTS FASCISM
FROM BEYOND THE GRAVE!
"THE GINZBURG GEOGRAPHY"

Stefan Zeniuk leads Green Mambo through the joyous and
infectious music of 50s-era Latin mambos, rockambos and
danzons of Perez Prado and other mambo pioneers. The
band filters their sound of slinky grooves and joyful humor
through vintage organ sounds, infectious percussion and
an all-star horn front-line.

LISTENING PARTY

A Posthumous CD Release with special guests Blake Eskin,
Marika Hughes, Jill Slater and Jeremiah Lockwood.

This is the collaborative trio’s first concert since releasing
their inaugural disc.

Celebrated trombonist/composer and Barbes veteran
Jacob Garchik celebrates the release of his album
“Assembly”, combining swinging jazz, wit, prepared
saxophone, and a sense of the unexpected. &nbsp; Jacob
Garchik - trombone, Sam Newsome - soprano saxophone,
Jacob Sacks - piano, Thomas Morgan - bass, Dan Weiss
- drums

SANDA WEIGL
Romanian-born Sanda Weigl has been performing
at Barbès for close to two decades, with a variety of
projects - from the Roma songs of her childhood, to the
Brecht catalog, Tom Waits songbook, German medieval
minnesinger repertoire and more.

Saturday 28

8pm

Brassens redefined French chanson. He was an anarchist
bard whose songs were sometimes raunchy, sometimes
polemic, often poignant, and always steeped in classic
French poetry. Pierre de Gaillande has been translating
Brassens’ repertoire for now over a decated – to great
results.

Sunday 29

6pm

Lucian Ban’s new album of solo piano improvisations, Ways
of Disappearing was recorded in his native Transylvania
in May 2021 in the stunning sounding Baroque Hall in
Timișoara, on a grand Bösendorfer and in the midst of a
world standing still.
Since moving to NYC in the late nineties, Lucian Ban has
become known for his amalgamations of Transylvanian
folk with improvisation, for his mining of 20th Century
European classical music with jazz, and for his pursuit of a
modern chamber jazz ideal

Sunday 29

8pm

STEPHANE WREMBEL
EVERY SUNDAY.

10pm Sunday 29

10pm

MIKE LAVALLE'S FORRO PARTY

MAMADY KOUYATE'S MANDINGO
AMBASSADORS

WHO IS MANNY BLANC?

"Tzadik is deeply honored to present this historic and
heartfelt final project by the endlessly creative force that
was Jewlia Eisenberg." – John Zorn

8pm

JACOB GARCHIK CELEBRATES THE
RELEASE OF "ASSEMBLY"

While Eisenberg was able to record vocals and oversee
the majority of the band tracks before her passing, the
album was ultimately completed by guitarist/producer
Max Baloian and Eisenberg’s longtime collaborator, cellist/
vocalist Marika

6pm

"WAYS OF DISAPPEARING"

EVERY TUESDAY. FOREVER

Thursday 26

Big Lazy is an instrumental trio from New York City. 'The
Big Apple's Creme de la Creme' according to the Village
Voice. References have been made to noir, spaghetti
western, Lynch and Tarantino soundtracks, crime jazz and
burlesque but Big Lazy's organic and uncontrived music
remains beyond category.

9pm LUCIAN BAN: ALBUM RELEASE SHOW FOR

SLAVIC SOUL PARTY

EVERY WEDNESDAY

BIG LAZY

BRASSENS (EN ANGLAIS)

Josh Sinton (baritone sax, bass clarinet, alto flute), Todd
Neufeld (electric guitar) and Giacomo Merega (electric
bass) formed the trio in 2017 and released their first album
“Cérémonie/Musique” in 2021 to rave reviews.

With The Ginzubrg Geography, Jewlia’s Charming Hostess
explores sense of place in the lives of Natalia and Leone
Ginzburg, Italian writers famous for their intellectual
brilliance and resistance to Mussolini’s fascist state.

10pm

REPUTATION
7pm BAD
PIERRE DE GAILLANDE SINGS

WHAT HAPPENS IN A YEAR

Wednesday 25

Curtis’s music “suggests rough and rocking reflections on
film music (Mancini and Hermann), Mothers of Invention
and the Art Ensemble of Chicago.” The NY Times.

9pm Saturday 28

GREEN MAMBO

Tuesday 24

8pm

Trombonist and composer Curtis Hasselbring’s new
Curhachestra is composed of Curtis on trombone/guitar/
lo-fi samples, Raphael McGregor (lap steel player with
Brain Cloud and Nation Beat), Adam Minkoff (bassist/multiinstrumentalist with Dweezil Zappa and Amy Helm) and Dan
Rieser (drummer with Rosanne Cash and Norah Jones).

Friday 27

Acclaimed guitarist and vocalist Leni Stern’s music
juxtaposes her trademark inventive guitar and vocal
explorations with the indigenous sounds of accomplished
African instrumentalists. The result is at once haunting,
exuberant, cinematic, personal and resoundingly assured.
Leni Stern : guitar, ngoni, vocals; Mamadou Ba : bass;
Alione Faye :

Tuesday 24

Their stye faded away until a number of extraordinary
brass musicians were brought together by Frank London
who met at the Knitting Factory bar to combine their
knowledge, history and talents and create magical sounds
together.

CURHACHESTRA

NY based French violinist Adrien Chevalier is mostly known
as a jazz and Gypsy swing musician. Adrien has also been
playing Balkan music for most of his life and his new
project, Sedi Donka Balkan Band, is inspired by the great
fiddling bands of Romania and Hungary.

Monday 23

In the early 19th Century, there was a notorious band known
as "Di Shikere Kapelye"- " The Inebriated Orchestra" - a
group of musicians that gave birth to the soul of Klezmer
and gave Klezmorim their imperishable bad reputation.

10pm CURTIS HASSELBRING & HIS

SEDI DONKA BALKAN BAND

Wednesday 25

Sebastian Lopez - bass and voice; Natalia Perez - guiro,
clave and voice; Gabo Tomassini -congas; Evan Garfield drum kit; and Geovani Caldero - Puerto Rican cuatro.

SLAVIC SOUL PARTY

Thursday 19

8pm

PEDRO GIRAUDO TANGO QUARTET.

Saturday 21

SPECIAL GUEST will be announced day-of.

Wednesday 18

Saturday 21

Sunday 22

FRANK LONDON'S BRASS KLEZMER
BRASS ALL-STARS

Friday 27

EVERY SUNDAY.

TROPICAL VORTEX PRESENTS:

10pm

BAKLAVA EXPRESS

7pm

STEPHANE WREMBEL

6pm Monday 23

Jeremiah Lockwood and Ricky Gordon have been making
music together for over two decades, originally as
disciples of Piedmont Blues legend Carolina Slim. Their
new duo mixes old time blues, new-time rhythms, and
ballads.

Sunday 15

Venezuelan musician Mafer Bandola (Ladama) plays
Joropos – which are at heart of the rich musical culture
of the plains of both Venezuela and Colombia. The music
is played on cuatro, maracas, bass, harp and bandola
- and draws from hybrid traditions including African,
indigenous, criollo and Spanish traditions.

8pm Sunday 22

10pm

BONK! PRESENTS

JOROPOS LLANEROS FROM

RUMBA DE LA MUSA

Friday 20

6pm Thursday 26

10pm PIPIRIS NIGHTS

MUSA PRESENTS:

Friday 20

Sunday 22

8pm

M AT T D A R R I AU P R E S E N T S :

Over the years, the composer and reed player for the
Klezmatics and the Paradox Trio has had an enormous
influence on both the Balkan and Jewish music revivals.
His new project is an homage to Manny Blanc, a wholly
original and nearly forgotten musician who released an
astonishing LP in 1961 called “Jewish Jazz” – think of it as
klezmer filtered by the minds of RD Burman and Esquivel.

An All-Star Forro band drawn from the NY's best Brazilian
jazz and forro musicians - Forro, of course, being the
Northeastern Brazilian accordion and percussion driven
music meant for dancing and cavorting. featuring Felipe
Hostins – accordion; Chris Parker – guitar; Dennis
Bulhões – drums; Brian Drye – trombone; James Shipp
– mallet/percussion and Michael LaValle - electric bass.

Monday 30

7pm

KENNY WARREN
Trumpeter Kenny Warren has been consistently releasing
genre defying records for over a decade. This new
ensemble features master improvisers Christopher
Hoffman on cello, Zekkereya El-magharbel on trombone,
Matt P on bass and Carlo Costa on percussion

